
If you need any further information, if you would like to keep 
you updated, to download the registration form or to submit 

any inquiries please consult the Library's Blog: http://
zenodoto.wordpress.com/ or send a mail to 

bibliosanmichele@gmail.com   

The Public Library of San Michele Mondovi, since 2009 has held a 
contest in which prizes in books are awarded to the best bookmarks built 

around the topic of the year.
Over the years this event has been having more and more success up to the 
fifth edition when we got more than 1,300 works in competition and prizes 

worth € 1,200.
For the first time this year this contest is open to participants from all 

over the world who will compete in the various categories together with 
the national participants. A special prize worth € 100 is reserved 

exclusively to works from foreign countries.

Iniziativa realizzata col contributo della

5) WHY: of course for the joy  of participating, but also for the 
marvellous awards!

Open category: 
special prize for bookmarks coming from foreign countries: 
books, bookmarks and objects related to  the reading 
activity for a value of € 100

1° place: value of € 60 in books
2° place: value of € 40 in books
3° place: value of € 20 in books

Schools:
Special category: Nursery Schools (collective works are allowed and the award 
goes only to the school):

1° place: value of about € 90 in books
2° place: value of about € 60 in books
3° place: value of about € 30 in books

Awards in books are also planned for crèche wishing to take part in the 
competition

Categories: Primary Schools,
   Middle Schools and High Schools:
1° place: value of € 60 in books 
 and value of € 150 in books given to the class;
2° place: value of € 40 in books and value of € 80 in books 
 given to the class;
3° place: value of € 20 in books and value of € 40 in books 
 given to the class;

Special award for the best bookmark designed 
by an Art School student:
€ 50 in books go to the author of the bookmark;
€ 100 go to the school to which the student belongs

The  Public  Librar.  of  San  Michele  Mondovi  
has  the  honour  to  announce  the
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THE COMPETITION 
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for the Library 
2015
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1) WHO:  The competition is open to all people 
and there is not  a subscription fee.  The participants 
are grouped into the following categories:

Schools
a) Special category: crèche; 
b) Nursery schools;
c) Primary School students ;
d) Middle School students and High School 

students;
e) Art School students; 

Open category:
f)  from 0 to 999 year old

A special prize will be awarded to bookmarks sent 
from foreign countries.

2) WHAT: participants are invited to compete 
by creating bookmarks based on a topic selected 
for the current year. 
We welcome bookmarks made  of any  type of material 
and of any  kind of technique (drawing, printing, 
embroidering, engraving, making a collage, etc..); 
they can be of any size and shape. 
However they  must comply  with the following 
requirements:

a) bookmarks must be the result 
of individual work (collective 
o r c l a s s w o r k s a r e n o t 
accepted except for the 
category  'Nursery  School' where it is allowed 
both the intervention of teachers and group 
works);

b) each competitor may  submit a maximum of 4 
bookmarks;

c) each work must be a bookmark in all respects: 
whatever shape it may  take, it must suitable 
to be put in a book to hold the sign (e.g. a 
three-dimensional object can be appropriate 
only  if mounted on a tape or a card in order 
to be effectively  used as a bookmark). It is 
not recommended to submit too large-
sized bookmarks: during the past editions 
the juries have dropped more than one 
work because it was judged inadequate to 
be used as such.

d) works must not display  contents that could 
be considered offensive or that are meant 
to commercial or political propaganda.

e) All kind of works must be original: e.g. 
prints which are based on material 
extracted from the Web and not originally 
re-elaborated, even if non-copyrighted, 
will be disqualified. 

f) The bookmarks can contain quotations or 
sayings. 
g) It is forbidden to place on the 
bookmark your name or any  obvious sign of 
recognition (please see the requirements on 
the registration form).

The bookmarks WILL NOT BE RETURNED;  they 
will become part of  the Library’s collection. 
The Library will organise exhibitions and it 
reserves the right to reproduce them as 
gadgets (the proceeds of a possible sale will be 

EXCLUSIVELY for the benefit of the Library  in 
order to fund both the purchase of books 
and the future competitions).

3) HOW: the works will be judged by 
a qualified jury made  up of artists, art and 
graphic experts, teachers and experts in 
literature. This jury  will remain secret until 
the delivery  of bookmarks. The award 
ceremony  will take place at the City 

Congress Centre of San Michele Mondovi. 
The jury  will rigorously  examine the works without 
knowing the name of the author.

4) WHEN: The award ceremony  is scheduled 
for Saturday, 6th June 2015. Your wok must be 
submitted within 24th May 2015 by shipping it to:
 
Biblioteca Civica di  San Michele Mondovi, concorso 
“Un segnalibro per la Biblioteca”,  c/o Comune di 
San Michele, Via Roma 1, 12080 San Michele 
Mondovi (CN), Italy.

It may surprise you that a library would promote reading 

through an unusual means such as a bookmark rather 

than through lectures, readings and book presentations. 

Yet the bookmark is a wonderful symbol of the joy of 

reading: it is the travel ticket that accompanies you 

through the pages of a book; it is the proof  of  your 

pleasure to hold in your hand a book, to browse it, to read 

it, to feel it your own.

Regulation 2015

After talking about readings, books, characters, libraries, here it is the topic of this year:

Writing: “a spell casted from your pen tip”.
The letters of the alphabet, as signs drawn from the wand of a wizard, have got the prodigious 
power to fix thoughts on paper winning space and time. It may seem easy, almost trivial, but 

what could be more magical than an ink stroke able to capture words and fix them on a sheet of 
paper? Moving from the Sumerian and Egyptian pictograms up to the 

computer: the magic goes on, the story goes on.
The bookmarks from abroad can also be inspired by a legend, a myth, a 

local story typical of your country of origin.


